There are places you encounter in your life that never leave you, that keep taking you back to that
unique, unforgettable first frisson of emotion.
The sea, the gardens, the flowers, the pool: an enchanting backdrop for that longed-for-dream –
the «I do!» that deserves only the finest setting, lovingly prepared in every delightful detail.
At the Grand Hotel Miramare, all you need is your love; let us take care of the rest.

A grand Art Nouveau building, gleaming white in the sun between the Tigullio bay and the
century-old gardens stretching out below Mount Portofino.
«Here, the dream is revealed» (Qui, si svela il sogno) runs the motto in the Grand Hotel Miramare
crest; and it’s true: this haven of romance is the ideal location to celebrate the most important
promise of all.

At the Miramare, the spirit of the place fills the air along with the fragrance of the sea and the
gardens, like oxygen for the soul. The Mediterranean flora offers a verdant backdrop to the superb
pool, immersed in a marvellous setting where the rugged vegetation-laced cliffs plung into the
azure of the waves. Behind, the Mediterranean garden, with the oleanders and succulent beds
edged by low dry-stone walls. In pride of place, the Berceau, an exquisite exquisite shady pergola
of intertwined American vines, the ideal spot for cutting the wedding cake or for a richly symbolic
ceremony.

There are many delights for the senses, with an array of fragrances and colours, not to mention a
wide choice of food and drink. The Miramare Chef offers a cuisine of elegant simplicity that
celebrates the finest ingredients through the cycle of the seasons. His flavours take the Ligurian
tradition and add an inventive international twist, on an endless quest for the most original, bestquality products, including many “zero miles” options from the local area. The stunning
presentation and mise en place lend a magic touch to every dish, while the magnificent view only
adds to the charm.

The Pool Restaurant and Veranda Marconi blend harmoniously into their natural setting, as the
wraparound view embraces the spectacular pool, the sparkling blue sea and the Mediterranean
garden in the background.
These are idyllic settings for a buffet, banquet or more intimate event that will surely provide one of
your most beautiful memories.

The impeccable service from our staff and the ideas and advice from our dedicated team will
help exploit all the possibilities in the indoor and outdoor spaces at your disposal, to make yours a
truly unique event.
The Grand Hotel Miramare is a treasure trove of enchanting ambiences and romantic moods, the
promise of a dream coming true.

We offer a thoughtful, sophisticated service with
impeccable attention to the subtlest detail.
Through our long experience with selected
partners, we can offer:
- The best wedding planners
- Wedding florists
- Décor and decorations for indoor and
outdoor spaces
- Professional photographers and video
producers
- Musicians and DJs
- Fireworks services
- Classic-car hire
- Car services for guests
- Baby sitting
- Organised activities during the stay (tours,
visits and excursions)

Our E’Space wellness center is the perfect
place to prepare for the event, to choose and
create your make-up and hairstyle. There is
everything you need to feel your best on such
an important day, with a wide selection of
massages and treatments – beauty rituals for
your face and body.

For information and personalized quotes
you can contact our Events Department
Elena Rovegno - Events Manager
congress-events@grandhotelmiramare.it
Tel.+39 0185 287013

